
Assembly Instructions

Periscope Kit

Thank you for your purchase of the Periscope Kit.  This set of instructions lists the parts that are 
included in the kit and how to assemble them.

Tools Needed:  Phillips head screwdriver.  No glue or other tools are needed

In the kit you will find the following parts.  The parts below are laser cut plywood parts.  This drawing 
is not to scale.  The parts below are numbered in red to help you identify the part.  If there is more than 
one of that part number, there is a number with X in parenthesis.  Example: For part number 1, there 
are 2 of this part included.



Other parts included in kit:

                 Wooden dowel, (2x)                                                    Mirror parts, (2x)

              Machine Screw             Machine Screw                    Hex nut (36x)     Locking washer (36x)
           1/2” (13mm) (32x)         3/4” (19mm) (4x)

                Wood screw (1x)      Chicago screw and post (2x each)        Double Sided Tape Sheet (2x)



Assembly Steps:  It is recommended that you read through the entire set of instruction steps.  It 
helps at one step of assembly to know what the finished product will look like.

What is front versus back?  For these instructions, the back of the periscope will be the part that 
has the eye hole at bottom where you look in, and the front will be the other side of the periscope that 
faces where you will look.  The illustration below shows the finished periscope and what is meant by 
front and back.



Step 1: Locate parts number 1 and 5.  There are 2 of each of these parts, each is marked with “R” or 
“L”.  Start with the one marked “L” (for left) Insert part 5 into part 1 exactly as shown in the 
illustration below.  Note the way that the 45 degree angle sloping slot at the top looks.

Step 2:  Place a locking washer onto a short (1/2”) screw and set it nearby.



Step 3:  Fasten part 5 to part 1 using a nut, short screw and lock washer as shown. The nut goes into the 
slot of part 5 (flat edge of the nut against the flat edge of the slot in part 5).  Tighten the screw with a 
phillips head screwdriver.  The slot in part 5 will prevent the nut from turning while you are tightening 
the screw.  You will will repeat steps 2 and 3 to fasten parts together throughout the assembly.

Finished screw, lock washer and nut with wood parts.



Step 4:  Repeat steps 1-3 for the slide part that is marked with “R”.  The screw, nut and lock washer are 
not shown here for clarity or in subsequent illustrations.

Step 5: Add the two part number 2's to the left side part as shown. Use a short (1/2” (13mm) ) screw, 
nut and lock washer on both.



Step 6:  Add part number 3 to the left side piece as shown using a short screw, nut and lock washer. 

Step 7:  Insert part 7 between the two part 5's as shown. No fasteners are used in this step.  You will 
hold these together with you fingers and insert all together into part 4 in the next step.



Step 8:  Insert the assembly from step 7 into part 4 as shown.  You will use 4 each of the short screws, 
nuts and locking washers.

Step 9: Insert and fasten the assembly from step 8 into the left side piece as shown. Use 1 short screw, 
nut and lock washer.



Step 10:  Add the right side of the slide, gently guiding each tab from the various parts into the proper 
slots.  Fasten with 4 short machine screws, locking washers and nuts.

Step 11:  Affix one side of the double sided tape onto the mirror's non-reflective side.  The non-
reflective side of the mirror is blue in color.  Peel only one side of the double sided tape off and stick it 
to the mirror's non-reflective side as shown.



Step 12:  Remove the backing from the double sided tape and apply the mirror/tape to the angled wood 
part number on the slide assembly as shown.

Step 13:  Locate 2 of the long (3/4” (19mm) ) screws and assemble one of the number 9 parts to part 
number 8.  Use 2 long (3/4”) screws, locking washers and nuts for this.  Note that hex nut simply 
tightens down onto part number 9.  There is no slot for the nut.  Use the side of part 8 that has the arrow 
marked on it.  This arrow points to the front of the periscope.



Step 14:  Use 2 of the short screws, locking washer and nuts to assemble parts 10 and 11 (2x).  This is 
the the 2nd mirror mount.

Step 15:  Fasten the mirror mount from step 14 to the periscope bottom part that you assembled in step 
13 as shown.  Use 2 short screws, locking washer and nuts. Note the position of the arrow on part 8 
which shows you which way is “front” for the periscope.  The angled mirror mount from step 14 will 
face to the “back”.



Step 16:  Affix the lower mirror similar to how you attached the upper mirror in the slide.  Avoid 
having any part of the mirror touching the screwsExpose adhesive on one side of the double sided tape 
and stick to the blue side of the 2nd mirror part, remove the backing on the other side of the tape and 
stick the mirror onto the lower mirror mount as shown.  DO NOT REMOVE THE PROTECTIVE 
FILM from either mirror yet. Leave the films on to the last minute in order to protect the reflective 
surface.

Step 17:  ARE YOU RIGHT HANDED OR LEFT HANDED? Fasten part number 16 onto part 15.  
Part 16 is the  and locks the sliding part into position when extended.  So you should choose which side 
you want the locking mechanism to be on.  Part 15 has quantity two parts.  Each is marked with an “L” 
or “R”.  The illustration below shows part number 16 on the right handed “R” part 15.  Assemble using 
2 short screws, locking washers and nuts.  There is no slot for the nut.  The nut just mounts flush on the 
face of part 16.



Step 18:  Insert and fasten quantity 2 of part number 13 onto part 15 that is marked with R for right side 
Use 2 of the short screws, locking washers and nuts. This illustration shows the bottom of the ratchet 
from step 17 being mounted on the R side part 15.



Step 19:  And repeat step 18 for the Left side, marked with the L

Step 20: Locate two of the longer (3/4” (19mm) machine screws and insert a locking washer onto them, 
then use to fasten two of part 9 to part number 12 with hex nuts as shown.  There is no slot for the nut 
in this step.

Step 21: Fasten the side pieces from steps 18 and 19 to part 8 as shown, using 2 of the short machine 
screws, locking washers and nuts.



Step 22:  Remove the protective film from the mirror of the part from step 22. Start by lifting at one 
corner and gently peel off the complete layer.  Leave the protective film on the upper slide part from 
step 12 until later.



Step 23:  Fasten part number 18, the panel with the oval eye hole at bottom onto the base assembly 
from step 22 using one short machine screw, locking washer and hex nut.

Step 24:  Insert the two dowels into the slide guide holes as shown.  NOTE ABOUT POWDER 
LUBRICANT:  It is useful to ease the friction of the wood on wood parts by applying some dry 
lubricant to the dowels at this point.  It is not required but recommended.  You can use common talcum 
powder for this or even common flour from your kitchen for this.  Simply rub the powder across the 
length of the dowels.  It is not recommended to use a wet lubricant like oil as this will attract dust and 
cause more problems than it solves.



Step 25:  Gently insert the sliding assembly from step 24 down into the base assembly from step 23. 
You may need to slightly bend the base's side pieces out a bit to let the “ears” of the sliding part fit into 
the slots. The dowels are shown with blue color in first picture below for clarity.



Step 26: Fit the periscope top assembly from step 20 onto the base assembly as shown.  The dowels 



will fit into the holes as shown. The dowels are shown with blue color for clarity. Do not fasten with 
screws yet. Just get the dowels aligned and fit the top on and seat it.



Step 27: Tilt the top up slightly, keeping the dowels inserted into the holes in the top/lid, and carefully 
insert the front panel into the base as shown.  Again, no fasteners are used yet.  Then seat the “lid” onto 
all of the parts of the base.  Check the fit all around.



Step 28:  Then fasten the “lid” onto the base using 4 short screws, locking washers and nut.  Start with 
the front panel first.

WARNING:  It can be easy to drop a nut inside the periscope body at this point.  So start by getting the 
front panel attached first.  You can tilt the screw outward from the body since the slot for the nut is 
larger.  Do this to get a nut started and then tighten.  If you drop a nut inside after this, do not remove 
the lid and start step 28 over.  Rather, leave the nut inside and get another nut installed.  Any nuts that 
fall inside, you get out by tilting the periscope body until the nut is close to the eye hole on the back 
panel.  You can then reach inside and remove the nut and try again.



Step 29:  Install part number 17 by sliding through the hole in part 6 (the ear) on the side where the 
ratchet (part 16) is installed.  Then install the wood screw in the pre-cut hole to prevent it from sliding 
out during operation.



Step 30: Install the folding handles by first inserting the handle with the finger curves facing upward, 
and fasten with the Chicago screws (also called barrel screws).  You can use your fingers to tighten the 
Chicago screw, or alternatively use a coin like a US dime.

Step 31:  Remove the protective film from the top mirror.  Raise the sliding part and peel off like you 
did the bottom mirror.  In order to raise the sliding part....  read next page for operation of the 
Periscope. 



Operation of the Periscope: 

To raise/lower:  Pull back the bolt off the ratchet, slide up/down holding the “ears” on both sides to the 
desired height...

...then slide the bolt back into the ratchet to hold that position.



Use the Periscope to see over obstacles, like to peek over a fence to see into the street, or around a 
corner.

Just look through the eye hole in the back of the periscope.  What is in front of the perisope will be 
reflected down from the top mirror onto the bottom mirror.  The field of view (side to side) is limited 
by the width of the mirror, but you can pan or rotate the periscope so that the top mirror is pointed at 
other things to see more.


